ORIGINAL EMAILS

Note that ALL this email traffic was - FOR SURE- being watched very closely by KPMG
From: Bennett, Julie
Sent: 22 May 2007 14:56
To: Rawé, Noëlle
Subject: RE:

Thanks Noelle
Remember I am always here if you need a chat and often in London if you want to catch up over a coffee.

TRANSLATION: I am not giving up on fulfilling my brief from Peter Bassett, partner, and
one of his other henchwomen, Jeanette Dunworth, Human Resources.
See my summary of events with KPMG’s ‘health services’, covering also Julie Bennett - in the
08.05.07-13h29 email from BUPA Wellness at KPMG; discussed under section 5.2 KPMG pg.
(NB: My first contact with Julie Bennett was on 22 Feb 07.
It was followed by email contact from 23 to 26 Feb.
Then, as Bassett (in a deal with the ‘brothers’ in the Jewish-Freemason ‘Brotherhood’
(Persecution # 6) had, on 30 Mar 07, decided to have his very sick, sadistic fun by having my
access to ALL the internal KPMG sites, as well as internet cut off (*)…

…- he had ensured that Bennett was waiting in the wing at the end of the meeting: my 17.01.08
Grievance, lines 1030-1031 ; 1049-1050; section 3.4 KPMG pg.
(*) See e.g. my 25.04.07-13h45 email to Bassett and one of his main other main henchwomen,
Ceri Hughes, my line manager – which also includes my Comments.
(NB: If the linked documents don’t open, try with:

If you don’t mind, I would like to keep in contact with you just to ensure you are okay.

Ditto – See section 5 KPMG pg the ‘health services’ it kept throwing at me; my Comments in my
14.02.07 Draft notes of the 13 Feb 07 meeting with Bassett and Dunworth) (sections 3.1, 3.2 and
3.4 KPMG pg)
HOWEVER: She NEVER did = THE MESSAGE HAD FINALLY SUNK IN that I was not going to
bite on any of the hooks they kept throwing at me.
With kindest regards
Julie
Julie Bennett
UK Health & Well-Being Manager
Occupational Health, Behavioural Health & Well-Being

_____________________________________________
From: Rawé, Noëlle
Sent: 21 May 2007 19:25
To: Bennett, Julie
Subject: RE:
Dear Julie
For the last half-hour I am trying to compose a reply to your email. It’s taking me down the root of explaining
what is basically the ‘why not’.
The upshot of it all is that my situation is getting worse and worse – and I have come to terms with that. I’ll see
it to the last breath in my body – however that comes - because walking away without what I have worked for
and managed to save (which was not a great deal) is not an option. I am going to have to live the rest of my

life – nobody else will do that for me. And I want to live the rest of it with dignity which, includes being
financially independent.
In addition, call it a difference in culture, religious upbringing, principles with which I was brought up…
whatever, but nobody will me accept that it is okay for somebody to come and steal from me [Case
summary ; Résumé de mon cas] – although I did bend over backwards extensively on these when I
accepted the £6,350 offer which, legally, I did not owe. [Overview # 3]
That was 3.5 years ago. It could have been called a day then and let me get out of that nightmare block of
flats. But, no: revenge became the top priority, and the more I fight back, the best I can within my own means,
in response to the ongoing attacks since 2003, the greater the degree of revenge. That’s the mentality,
psychological make-up of the people I am dealing with. Probably my being a woman and of foreign origin
further fuels the revenge: “how dare I do that?” and is bruising some egos. Well, I am not going to lie down and
let myself be kicked – I’ll stand up for as long as I can and fight back.
So, given my current situation – and the outlook on the horizon - I see no point having a health assessment.
Good or bad, I do not wish to know. As to the things I should do to maintain myself in the best health I can, I
am careful about nutrition, and take vitamins, minerals, etc. Other things such as exercise (which I loved
doing), going to art galleries, concerts, etc have gone by the wayside due to constantly having to deal with
attacks (so far this year there have already been some very vicious ones). Dealing with the attacks also means
that my annual leave is being swallowed up. At least, I managed to get one week in France in January. I have
also made arrangements to avoid having to stay in the flat which allows me to have some ‘normality’ back in
my life.
It would take a miracle for things to change. That’s hoping for too much. Oh well, at least I will be remembered
for something: the one who had the guts to say “Non!” ☺
Thank you for the offer to meet, but I cannot see how you can help me above what you have already done. (*)
Thank you once again for your genuine kindness and concern, as well as your professionalism. You are a very
special person. (*)

(*) I repeat: I was conscious that KPMG was - for sure - monitoring my email traffic.
Under Header 9.1 of my 17.01.08 Grievance (section 11 KPMG pg) I reported KPMG using what I
concluded was spy software on my computer, since at least Apr 07 – discussed under section 6(2)
KPMG pg.
I also stated this in my (below) 21 May 07-09h39 email to Bennett.
Kind regards
Noëlle Rawé

_____________________________________________
From: Bennett, Julie
Sent: 21 May 2007 16:49
To: Rawé, Noëlle
Subject: RE:
Dear Noelle
Thank you for your reply.
I haven't heard from you in a while and wanted to ensure you are well and your resilience levels are
high. I appreciate your comments of your situation and want to ensure you access the various support
mechanisms in place for you. Remember these services are confidential Noelle,

“these services are confidential”

As “confidential” as KPMG / on its behalf, its ‘brothers’: Andrew David Ladsky / others in the
Jewish-Freemason ‘Brotherhood’ (Persecution # 6) - approaching my private doctor to:
determine what evidence I had against KPMG - by getting him to ask me whether “[I had]
recorded [my] conversations at KPMG?”.
(Needless to say that I did not tell him; e.g. my secret recording of my so-called ‘performance
appraisal’ meetings on 09.10.07 and 24.10.07 – recordings under sections 8.1 and 9.1 KPMG
pg. When you consider the contents, you can see why KPMG was worried).
get him to lie that I had not seen him 1 year previously, when he had prescribed me an antidepressant and tranquilisers, and
use his lie as an excuse to not give me a referral to a psychiatrist – for the purpose of
‘mitigating my loss’ in relation to my 03.04.08 Claim against KPMG in the Employment
Tribunal?
Events covered under section 13 KPMG pg; in e.g. my 05.08.08 letter to ACAS, line 94 to my
Comments after line 129 (section 16 KPMG pg).
The motive behind doing this? So that KPMG could then 'safely' deny my claims:
its 22.05.08 complete rejection (includes my Comments) of my 17.01.08 Grievance (section
11 KPMG pg);
its PACK OF LIES Defence (includes my Comments) (section 14) to my 03.04.08 Claim
(section 12), in which it demanded that it be “struck out”.
Er…YES, that’s the KPMG that had ‘Values’ it summarised as: “Above all, we act with
integrity”!
It is important for you to remain fit and healthy.

Cue to laugh out loud!...when you consider what KPMG was doing to me: KPMG page.
The Nuffield Health Assessment [05.04.07-15h25 email, with my Comments] is a free service we offer to
all C grade employees and above. It is a wonderful service. They really look after you. The results are
forwarded to you. KPMG does not receive a copy. [Yeah! Right!] The service helps staff to identify their
own health requirements. I would highly recommend to you.
http://uknow.[ ]
With regards to the Occupational Health Review by BUPA [08.05.07-13h29 email from BUPA Wellness
at KPMG]. The BUPA occupational health advisers are a wonderful, supportive and caring team that look
after KPMG staff. They are very compassionate people and would discuss the range of support mechanisms
in place to assist you. Would you reconsider speaking to our occupational health team?

= Come Noëlle! BITE on the hook!
I have attached a leaflet about some of our services we offer.
<< File: Inductionleaflet_000.pdf >>
I know the restricted access to the websites seems difficult, but the actions were taken to protect you
as well as KPMG.

= Bennett was DEFINITELY one of the henchwomen!
See e.g. my Comments added to my 25.04.07-13h45 email to Peter Bassett and Ceri Hughes to
which I attached the letter he had asked me to sign in his 24.04.07-09h10 email.
Events discussed under sections 3.4 and 4 KPMG pg.
We all have your best interests at heart and although we cannot become involved with your dispute, we
can provide you care and support as a KPMG employee.

= UNBELIEVABLY SICK!
Noelle, please feel free to contact me at anytime to discuss any of the above.

Come on! BITE on the hooks, damn it!
Would you like to catch up next time I am in London?
With kindest regards
Julie
Julie Bennett
UK Health & Well-Being Manager
Occupational Health, Behavioural Health & Well-Being

_____________________________________________
From:
Rawé, Noëlle
Sent:
21 May 2007 09:39
To:
Bennett, Julie
Subject:
RE:
Hello Julie
Thank you for your email.
In answer to your question, considering the horrendous, unbelievable sheer utter hell I have been made to
endure over the last five and a half years by various parties – and continue to be made to endure - it’s a
miracle that I am still standing up. Well, that’s what some people tell me.
In relation to ‘my health’: I did get an invitation from Nuffield Health at the beginning of April for a “health
and lifestyle assessment”, and was also contacted at the beginning of May for an “occupational health
review”.
Thank you for that. I have not taken up these offers as I do not wish to know about any ill-health that has been
sown as a result of the very traumatic treatment I have and continue to be subjected to.

Wrong answer Noëlle!
In the last three months plus, since the 13 February meeting with Peter and Jeanette [Dunworth] [sections
3 and 4 KPMG pg], I have adapted to the ‘new regime‘:
•

No internet access for nearly two months (cut off on 30 March i.e. the day I met with Peter and Jeanette).
It entailed nearly one month of also cutting me off from intranet access. [section 4 KPMG pg]
Emotionally, this proved very difficult.

Judging by the 23 April letter I was asked to sign agreeing to being barred from accessing the internet,
[section 4.2] this regime is going to be a permanent feature.
•

Since then, I have also had to cope with everything on my computer screen such as shortcuts placed on
the desktop, any type of documents in which I type, as well as mouse pointer flickering every c. 2-3
minutes [e.g. 18.07.07-16h50 email], maybe even more frequently - (which does not happen when I am
not connected to the network)

Last weekend I took all my personal belongings out of the office. [for reason: lines 41 and 42 of my

14.02.07 Draft Notes of the 13 Feb 07 meeting with Bassett and Dunworth; discussed under section
3.3 KPMG pg]. It means that I am now in the office only during working hours. (Part of the time hotdesking in
Dorset Rise)
That’s the current position. As the court hearing at the beginning of May was ‘conveniently’ postponed until
the end of August, who knows what is going to be ‘cooked-up’ during that time. If more actions are planned
through KPMG, judging by Jeanette’s comment on 30 March that the landlord was “very persistent” [section
3.4 KPMG pg] – suggests that it could be a while before I hear anything.
Kind regards
Noëlle Rawé

_____________________________________________
From: Bennett, Julie
Sent: 17 May 2007 16:43
To: Rawé, Noëlle
Subject:
Hi Noelle
Just a courteous email to see how you are.
Feel free to give me a bell anytime.
Kindest regards
Julie
Julie Bennett
UK Health & Well-Being Manager
Occupational Health, Behavioural Health & Well-Being

While Bennett ‘appeared’ to be kind, in reality, she acted like ALL the others at KPMG, staff and
partners - supporting the findings of the Stanley Milgram’s ‘obedience experiments’…
…- and in particular, the conclusion, 50 years later, that
“people follow leaders because they see them as representative of an identity that they
share;
they don't inflict harm because they are unaware of doing wrong but because they believe
what they are doing is right”
From: “Stanley Milgram taught us we have more to fear from zealots than zombies, the Guardian, 1
Sep 11
(According to KPMG’s 31.07.08 letter to me (section 15.1 KPMG pg), Julie Bennett had, by then,
left the firm)

